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UNIX AND
THE MC68000
BY ANDREW L. ROOD, ROBERT

C.

CLINE, AND JON A. BREWSTER

A software perspective on the MC68000 CPU
architecture and UNIX compatibility
THE MOWROLA MC68000 CPU
architecture is well suited to UNIX
implementation; its linear. 32-bit
addressing simplifies the system programmer's task by allowing direct access to the entire memory address
space at all times. The 68000's dualstate architecture also maps conveniently into the UNIX user and kernel
modes. The CPU TRAP instruction
provides a disciplined way to move
from user to supervisor state during
a kernel call. and the RTE (return
from exception) instruction simplifies
the return from supervisor to user
state.
The MC68000 architecture provides
a powerful yet simple interrupt organization that includes seven levels of
interrupt priority. The multiple priority levels are used in UNIX implementations to help organize the kernel
device-driver code in an environment
comprised of high-speed mass
storage devices and low-speed user
rio devices (terminals) .
rio devices are used in a memorymapped manner rather than having a
set of I/O-specific instructions. This
allows the UNIX implementer to write
device drivers in a high-level language.
manipulating 1/0 devices as though

they were memory-resident data
structures.

MC68000 ARCHITECTURE
OVERVIEW
In this article. we use the programmer's model rather than the hardware
implementation when discussing the
MC68000 CPU architecture. The
MC68000 is a general-register processor; the CPU incorporates a number of internal registers that can be
loaded from main memory. manipulated. and stored in main memory.
This is different from a single-accumulator CPU such as the Intel 80286.
where most operations happen in one
register (the accumulator). or a stackoriented machine such as the HewlettPackard 3000. where all operations
occur on the stack. (See figure 1 for
a description of the registers.)
Actually. the program counter. stack
pointers. and status registers are not
considered general registers. The remaining registers are broken into two
types. address registers and data registers. Each type has a set of dedicated instructions that enrich its
general capability. For example. data
registers can handle byte (8-bit). word
(I6-bit). and long word (32-bit) data.

The address registers can be used as
software stack pointers and are intended for address calculations.
There are two distinct CPU stack
registers (see figure 1). one for each
state. and a small set of privileged instructions whose operation is statedependent. If a user program attempts to execute a privileged instruction. a trap will occur so that the
(continued)
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kernel can arbitrate the violation. The
CPU architecture provides vectored
interrupts and seven levels of interrupt priority. (Note that access to the
interrupt-level mask is a privileged
facility.) The MC68000 architecture
provides no I/O instructions. I/O is
presumed to be performed in a memory-mapped manner using the normal
LOAD and STORE instructions.
A QUICK UNIX SUMMARY

The UNIX system is a multitasking
operating system designed for software development. It has ' become
popular because of its simplicity of
design and the ease with which it can
be ported to a variety of machine architectures. The simplicity and portability are due mostly to the fact that
90 percent of the system's code is
written in the high-level language C.
UNIX is a process-oriented system.
The management of processes in the
UNIX system is fairly simple. Each runnable process (program) is placed in
a list. These processes are ordered by
a priority system. Each process shares
the CPU via a time-slicing, roundrobin, scheduling algorithm where the
process with the highest priority gets
to use the CPU first. The time slicing
is normally governed by a periodic interrupt that occurs each time a system
clock ticks.
The UNIX system is oriented around
two states of operation: operating system, or kernel. state, and user state.

31

14 15

All driver activity, process management activity, and low-level file management activity occur in the kernel
state. Processes normally run in the
user state. Each time a kernel intrinsic (operating system request) is called
by a process, a state transition
changes the user state to the kernel
state. When the intrinsic has finished,
the state is changed back to the user
state. This provides some insulation
of user processes from the system
internals.
The memory management primitives in the UNIX system make no assumptions about the sophistication of
memory management hardware available to them. UNIX systems have
been implemented with no memory
management and with sophisticated,
paged, segmented systems. Even a
memory protection scheme can be
dispensed with if the system being designed is to be just an applications
engine.
Due to the multiprocessing nature
of a UNIX operating system, some
sort of memory protection is recommended if you intend to do software
development on the machine. This is
to prevent experimental software
from writing over memory occupied
by its neighboring processes and
destroying them. It is entirely up to
the implementer to say how much
memory management power is required. Such a decision boils down to
the trade-off between price, perfor-
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Figure I: The MC68000 CPU register model.
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mance, and design schedule.
The I/O system of UNIX is designed
around two generic device models:
the block device and the character
device. Block devices are those, such
as disk and tape devices, that treat
data in blocks. Character devices are
those, such as data terminals, that
handle data one character at a time.
Strict conventions exist in the system
as to how devices of each type are to
be accessed. Such a well-defined interface makes driver writing easier.
Because driver writing makes up the
bulk of the work for most operating
system ports, the device model of the
UNIX operating system makes porting
less trying than with many other less
organized systems.
LINEAR ADDRESS SPACE

The MC68000 family of processors
has a large linear address space in
which each memory address is 32 bits
long. This allows up to 4 gigabytes of
memory to be directly addressed.
Since only 24 address lines are
brought out of the MC68000 and
MC68010 processors, only 16 megabytes are accessible in those
members of the family. (The MC68020
presents all 32 bits of address.) This
linear addressing scheme sharply
contrasts with segmented addressing
schemes, which have a small local address range and a way to relocate the
local address range within a larger
global addressing range.
Linear addressing may be the single
most important feature of the
MC68000 processor family. It greatly
simplifies the task of implementing an
operating system and makes large,
complex working sets of segment
pointers for managing process images
unnecessary. (It is also the single biggest difference between the MC68000
and the Intel 80286 CPUs.)
Theoretically, a system with the address reach of a segmented architecture is as powerful as the MC68000
with its large linear reach. However,
it is easier for programmers to use the
linear addressing scheme (a programmer in this context is an assembly language programmer or a compiler
writer).
The reasons to write in assembly
(continued)
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language are varied, but it often
comes down to speed, space optimization, and minimal complexity. Keeping the compiler writer's job easy has
paid off in two ways: first. high-quality
compilers were available early in the
MC68000 life cycle: second, the compilers have been of high enough quality to reduce the amount of assembly
language programming.
One drawback of linear addressing
is that the code density of the actual
machine instructions may suffer from
the presence of many long addresses
(the top byte of which is nearly always
0). This problem is alleviated somewhat by short (l6-bit) relative addressing modes. However, UNIX implementations prefer separate instruction and
data areas, and, consequently, the
relative addressing modes are used
infrequently.
Address space management becomes easy with a large, linear address space. The compiler needs to
be concerned with only three spaces:
code, data, and stack. Also, the operating system can quickly allocate and
deallocate any number of easily accessible memory fragments. Very
large processes such as those for expert systems can be designed easily
because you don't have to be concerned about the overhead involved
in passing control between routines

in different code segments.
The same can be said for the use
of large data structures. UNIX includes many application programs
whose memory image exceeds I
megabyte and that use individual data
structures several hundred kilobytes
in size. There is also a class of recursive programs that are heavy stack
users. A machine such as the 80286
with a 64K-byte stack limit can be a
real disadvantage in this type of
application.
Another nice feature of a large address space is that parts of it can be
easily reserved for other functions. An
example is mapping I/O device interfaces into memory. Many megabytes
of address space may be allocated for
I/O without impacting other needs.
(Segmented-architecture machines
typically provide a separate I/O address space to keep the intersegment
communication to a minimum.) Figure
2 shows an example of address
allocation.
DUAL PROCESSOR STATES
The MC68000 is a dual-state processor. The processor has two stack
registers, one used while in the supervisor state and the other used while
in the user state. When an instruction
is executed that changes the CPU
state, the stack is automatically
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Figure 2: A typical MC68000 address allocation scheme.

changed as well. The CPU provides
status lines coming off-chip to allow
support chips (such , as an external
memory management unit) to determine the current CPU state.
The state of the CPU can be determined by reading the supervisor state
bit in the CPU status register. There
is a small set of privileged instructions, including STOP RESET RTE.
MOVE to SR, AND, EOR, OR, and
MOVE (word) IMMEDIATE to SR, that
operate differently in user state than
in supervisor state. In user state they
cause a privilege violation and associated CPU fault. In supervisor state
they modify the CPU as indicated.
Note that any instruction that explicitly sets the supervisor portion of the
status register (SR) is a privileged instruction.
Interrupts are dispatched in supervisor state even if the CPU was processing in user state when the interrupt occurred.
UNIX USE OF DUAL STATES
In UNIX a process is a user task that
has resources allocated to it. including
main memory, CPU time, I/O processing, and space in system tables. It is
by time-slicing processes that UNIX
performs multitasking.
Figure 3 shows a memory-oriented
picture of a process. Normal processes have a kernel and user side,
each of which contains code, data,
and stack. Process 0, the original process, acts as the scheduler in the system. Process 0 is unique in that it has
no user side, only a kernel side.
A zombie process is a process that
has no user side and no kernel side:
in fact. a zombie process has no memory allocated to it at all. It is simply
an entry in the process table waiting
to be deallocated .
UNIX kernel code normally executes in the supervisor state of the
CPU, and the UNIX user code normally executes in the user state of the
cpu. In the UNIX framework there is
a distinguished user called the superuser. The concept of a superuser
should not be confused with the
supervisor or kernel portion of a process. A superuser process is a normal
process from the CPU perspective,
(continued)
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operating systems than UNIX this
four-state CPU can provide a good implementation vehicle. In the UNIX environment it is not immediately clear
that four CPU states are required or
even useful.

but one that is distinguished by the
superuser process identification
number (pid). The pid is checked by
the operating system during certain
critical operations. for example.
mounting new file-system devices.
Only superuser processes are allowed to perform these operations.
Any process (even those belonging to
the superuser) has both a kernel side.
which executes in the supervisor state
of the CPU. and a user side. which executes in the CPU 's user state.
In contrast to the dual privilege
levels associated with UNIX. the
80286 processor provides four levels
of privilege. each protected from the
levels above it. For more sophisticated
,

TRAP DISCIPLINE

The TRAP instruction can be used to
implement kernel calls and the associated state change from user to
supervisor. A matching RTE instruction is used to return to the user state.
The register environment can be used
to pass information to the kernel. such
as the type of kernel call being made.
(The registers must be saved explicitly by the kernel as desired.)
.-

~
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kernel
global data

user data
kernel side
of process

kernel
shared code

user code
user side
u_area

of process

user stack

(u_area
contains
saved CPU
state for
sleeping
process. etc.)

,

Figure 3: A

per-process
kernel stack

graphic description of a process. showing user and kernel elements.

ThE USER VIEW
OF A KERNEL CALL USING

TRAP

; Syscall(callno,arg1,arg2)
Perform the kernel call indicated by call no.
Send arg1 and arg2 (typically pointers) to the
kernel as part of the call.
Syscall move. I 4(sp),dO
move.I 8(sp),d1
move.I 12(sp),d2
trap

#1

rts

;
;
;
;

Get the kernel call number.
Get the first argument (arg1) .
Get the second argument from
the stack.

; Trap to supervisor state.

The kernel call is a frequently used
operation. but typically a costly one.
Overhead involved in trapping to the
kernel includes TRAP and RTE instructions. register state save and
restore. kernel call decode and
dispatch. and kernel call implementation . See the text boxes "The User
View of a Kernel Call Using TRAP. "
below. and "The Kernel View of a
Kernel Call " on page 186.
The 80286 processor implements a
more complex state-transition mechanism using call gates to allow procedures to transfer control to the
same or more privileged levels. This
scheme is more complex than the
MC68000 implementation of CPU
state transition. and it is exactly this
added complexity that makes UNIX
implementation with the 80286 more
difficult.

UNIX

CONTEXT SHIFTING

Context shifting in the UNIX system
is the operation of putting the currently executing process to sleep and
resuming the execution of some other
process. Because of the process
orientation of UNIX. and its timesliCing algorithms for scheduling. context shifting is frequently performed.
Context shifting occurs either at the
end of a kernel call or in response to
some interrupt during user state processing (e.g.. the heartbeat interrupt
from the system clock) . Context-shift
overhead includes saving the currently executing process state. selecting a
new process to run . and restoring the
state of the new process. (See the text
boxes "CPU State Save in a Context
Shift" on page 188 and "CPU State
Resume in a Context Shift" on page
190.)
The 80286 provides a complex task
environment that allows high-performance context shifting between
tasks. As with the privilege architecture of the 80286. the task separation
mechanism is more powerful than is
required in a UNIX implementation.
KERNEL VIEW OF CONTEXT
SHIFTING

The kernel view of context shifting involves two functions: sleep and switch
(see figure 4) . Sleep is a function that.
(co"ti"u ed)
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I

Keeps on growing•••

New disks recently added to our library
of user-supported and public domain
software for the PC:

THE KERNEL VIEW
OF A KERNEL CALL

D

I

#471 Present VS.1 Make your own slide shows
for business or home using your color monitor,
D #477 Name Grem/Break Down/Fone Word
Do anagrams. find what words your phone number
makes,
D #480 PC·Outilne Outline and organize
information, much like Thinktank,
D #481 Stili River Shell Makes DOS easy to use,
D #483 Mall Master Keeps track of multiple lists,
sorts and prints by city, state. zip and name,
D #485 Icon Maker and FJ(·Matrlx Makes
graphics characters like the MAC for your screen
and you can paint them on your EPSON printer,
D #487 Reflex PoInt An action game modeled after
the ROBOTECH cartoon series,
D #492 NutrIent Tracks your diet and its caloriel
nutrient value,
D #494,495,496 The World DIgitIzed Find over
100.000 different locations in the world and display
them on screen,
D #498 DOS-e·Matlc Load different programs and
manipulate them with single keystrokes,
D #499 PROCOMM Communications with
XMODEM, KERMIT, ASCII protocols, supports IBM·
3101. OECVT5211000, ADM·3 and ANSI.
D #501 & 502 Saleseye Tracks prospects. leads
and memos and prints letters with that information,
D #503 Reliance Mailing Ust Keeps track of
multiple lists. sorts and prints by specific groupgood for custom mailing ,
D #506 Bibliography of Buslne •• EthIcs and
Moral Values The regularly updated master
bibliography for those doing papers and research
involving business ethics,
D #507 PC·Sprint Software and instruction on how
to cheaply speed up your system 2- 3 times,
D #508 & 509 Statistics Tools Factor experiments,
"FORGET· IT" plots, simultaneous confidence
intervals, randomization tests. expected mean
squares,
D #510 Visible PASCAL Complier Learn to
program PASCAL and watch the internal functions
of PASCAL as it runs,
D #511 Turbo Spritel8nd Animation Create,
maintain and animate your own images in TURBO
PASCAl.

; trap
The address of this routine is placed in memory at the
address of vector 33 (the TRAP 1 vector) ; that is, at
memory location 132 decimal. When the TRAP #1 instruction
is executed , the CPU generates an internal exception and
automatically transfers to this routine in supervisor
state, The user return address and status register are
saved on the supervisor stack,

I

On entry it is presumed that the registers contain :
dO . , , the kernel call number
d1 , . . first argument to the kernel call
d2 . .. second argument to the kernel call
Typically the arguments are pointers into the user's data
space.
trap

RECENT DISK UPDATES

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

o
o

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

# 5 PC· File Ver. 4
# 78 PC·Wrlte Ver, 2,6/1
#124 Extended Batch Ver, 2,04a
#199 PC·Calc Ver, 3
#212.334 RBBS·PC (2 disks) Ver, 3,7
#388 100 Letters Ver, 1.1
#393 Checkbook Ver, 2
#395 Home Inventory Ver, 2
#397 Checkbook Program Ver, 3,31
#402 IBM 370 Cross Assembler Ver, 1.1
#403 Computer Tutor Ver, 4,2
#417 ADA Prolog Ver, 1.90
#449 Gags Vers, 1.06
#468 CPA Ledger Ver, 1.1
350·page directory (disks 1·30R) ,
' $8,95
Printed Supplement(disks 301·454) , , , , , , , '$3,95
1 yr, PC·SIG Membership ($35 foreign)
,, $20
Includes printed directory. supplement, bimonthly
magazine

,
;
;
;
;

movem .1 #OxFFFE, - (sp)
usp,aO
move.I
move.I aO, - (sp)
move.I
move.I
move.I

dO, - (sp)
d1 , - (sp)
d2, - (sp)

jsr

C-trap

; Save registers dO-d7 and aO-a6.
; Save the user stack pointer.

;
;
;
;
;

Push the incoming parameters so
a high-level language routine
can access them using standard
compiler parameter passing
techniques.

; Call a C handler to perform
; the desired kernel call.

After the kernel call, this process may be context-shifted
out. We have saved the user stack pointer with the register
set so that we can do a complete restore later after some
other user process has run.

add.1

#12,sp

; Strip the parameters off
; the stack.

move. I

(sp) + ,aO

; Get the saved user stack
; pointer.

Any 5 Disks plus 1·Year Membership $39

move.I

aO,usp

Restore user stack pointer.

Disks are $6 each, Add $4 postage and handling ($10
foreign)- CA residents add state sales tax,

movem ,1 + (sp),#Ox7FFF

, Restore registers a6-aO and
; d7-dO,

rte

;
;
;
;

SPECIAL

Total Enclosed $ _ by 0 Check 0 VISA 0 MC
Card No,_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
Exp, date_ _ _ Phone _ _ _ _ _ __
Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_ _ Zip _ _
To order. call: 800·245·6717
In CA: 800·222·2996
For technical questions or
local orders: (408) 730·9291
1030·0 East Duane Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
213

Return from exception back
to the user, restori ng the
CPU status and returning
to user state of the CPU,
(continu ed)
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when called, returns after some interval. during which other processes may
have executed. Switch is the function
that actually performs the selection of
a new process and transfers control

to that process.
The kernel also provides a wakeup
function . Wakeup is used to make a
process (which has been sleeping,
waiting for some external event) ready

CPU STATE SAVE
IN A CONTEXT SHIFT
; save(save-area)
The function save() saves the CPU register state
in preparation for a later resume call . Registers
and user stack pointer are saved in save-area[17] .
This save call returns 0, indicating it is the first
return from save. When resume simulates the second
return from save, it will return 1.
The save-area will look like:
user stack ptr

[16] = usp
[15] = a7
[14] = a6

saved registers
a7,a6,a5, .. . ,a1 ,aD
d7,d6,d5, ... ,d1 ,dO

[1]

< - - - save-area [0]

save

move.w #Ox2700,sr

; Go to high-priority supervisor
; state to prevent interrupts during
; this function call . This also clears
; the rest of the status bits.

move. I

; Get address of register save-area.

4(sp),aO

movem.1 #OxFFFF,(aO) +

; Save all registers.

move.I

usp,a1

; Get user stack pointer.

move. I

a1,(aO)

; Save the user stack pointer.

= d1
= dO

UNIX

,
; Note that a1, aO, and dO are used as working registers here although
; they are also saved with the rest of the registers.

#OxO,dO

move.w #Ox2000,sr

;
;
;
;

FORK PARADIGM

In UNIX all processes are created by
making copies of existing processes,
except. of course, the first process,
which is handcrafted by the kernel
during system boot-up. This process
then splits in two using a fork( ) operation. Each child of this first process
in turn can divide as many times as
needed to create processes to perform all tasks desired.
1b perform a new task, a child process may overlay itself with a new
program image using an exec kernel
call. Figure 6 shows the fork operation
pictorially and demonstrates why the
term fork was chosen for this operation .

; At this point other processing may occur, for example, the saving
; of other types of process description information, especially
; the stack image that contains the return address for this call.

move.1

to run. This is typically after the event
has occurred.
Figure 4 shows sleep in a context
switch. Sleep calls switch, which in
turn performs two operations; it saves
the current process's state and then
selects the next process to run and
runs it. Switch uses two critical functions to perform this: save and
resume. Save is a function that. when
called once, returns twice. Resume is
a function that never returns. Resume
actually transfers to some other save,
acting as the second return for that
save call.
Figure 5 shows an example of control flow from process A to process
B and back again to process A. The
execution of a sleep call in process
A eventually calls switch, which calls
save. The save call first returns a 0
value. This call also saves the state of
process A for later resumption. Control after the first return from the save
call continues into a resume call. This
transfers control to process B. Later,
process B will itself execute a resume
call that transfers control back to process A. This resume (from 8) acts as
the second return of the save call in
process A. This time the save returns
the value I , which causes switch to
return to the sleep call. which returns
to the user process.
Save's primary responsibility is to
save the CPU state so that it can be
included as part of the saved process
image. The image can later be resumed.

The return value for this save
call is O. For this example the
return value is presumed to be in
dO upon return from function call.

; Go to low-priority supervisor
; state and enable interrupts.

rts

(continued)
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cmx®Micro-20

68020

Single-Board Computer

CPU STATE RESUME
IN A CONTEXT SHIFT

Mainframe CPU Performance
on a 5.75" x 8.8" Board
(benchmark resu lt s available on request)

,
; resume(save-area, . ... )
Resume the process whose saved CPU state is at save-area.
resume move.w #Ox2700,sr

move.I

4(sp),aO

; Go to high-priority supervisor
; state so you don1 get interrupted
; during this state transition.
; Get the pointer to the CPU saved
; state.

; Here you may access other parameters, such as memory management
; information about how to map the new process.
; Before resuming the new process, its image must be appropriately
; restored (and possibly mapped using an MMU).

MHz Version
$2565-00 Quantity12.5Discounts
Available

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

32-Blt MC68020 Processor (12.5 or 16.67 Mhz)
MC688Bl Floating-point coprocessor (optional)
2 Megabytes 01 32-blt wide, high-speed RAM
4 RS-232 Serial I/ O Ports (expandable to 20)
B-bit Parallel I/O Port ('Centronics' compatible)
Time-ol-Day Clock w/baltery backup
16-blt I/O Expansion Bus
Up to 256 Kbytes 01 32-blt wide EPROM
Floppy Disk Controller lor two 5", " drives
SASI Intelligent Peripheral Interface (SCSI subset)
Mounts directly on a 5".' Disk Drive

movem.1 (aO) + ,#OxFFFF ; Restore all CPU registers.
; This includes a7, the
; supervisor stack pointer that
; still points to the return
; address of the original call.
move. I

(aO),a1

; Get the user stack pointer,

move.I

a1,usp

; Restore the user stack pointer.

move.I

#Ox1,dO

; Get a 1 as the return value for
; the upcoming simulated return
; to save().

move,w #Ox2000,sr

; Go to low-priority supervisor
; state, that .is, reenable
; interrupts.

rts

; Return using the return address
; copy from the original call
; to save.

Software
Included:
• GMX Version 01 Motorola's 020Bug Debugger
with up/download, breakpoint, trace , singlestep, and assembler/disassembler capabilities
• Comprehensive Hardware Diagnostics

Optional:
UNIXTM·like Multi·userIMu/ti-tasking
Disk Operating Systems

• OS-9/6BOOOTM (Real-time and PROMable)
• UnlFLEXTM
Programming Languages and Application
Software

• BASIC, C. PASCAL, FORTRAN, COBOL, and
ASSEMBLER
• Spreadsheet, Data Base Management, and
Word Processing

c:mxlnc

1337 West 37th Place
Chicago, IL 60609
(312) 927-5510. TWX 910-221-4055

State-ol-the-Art Computers
Since 1975
190
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The programmer's view of the fork
call is that of a function, fork( ), which,
when called once, returns twice. (See
the text box "A Programmer's View of
Fork( )" on page 196). It returns once
in the calling process with the pid of
the new process created. It returns a
second time in a new process that is
an exact copy of the original except
that the new process has a different
pid number and the fork call returns
the value O.
During the context shift operation
the kernel function save is used to

save the process state and prepare a
second flow of control to be used in
the new process. Rather than terminating in a resume call. the first
return from the save continues as the
control flow in the parent process.
(See the text box ''A Kernel View of
Fork()" on page 198.)
INTERRUPT HANDLING AND

UNIX
The MC68000 processor provides a
great deal of flexibility for the system
(continued)
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designer in handling interrupts. As propriate location in memory or vecwith most processors. all interrupts . tor is used to fetch the starting adcan be handled in a vectored fashion. dress of the appropriate interrupt
This is where each interrupt. internal handler. and control is transferred to
and external. is associated with a loca- it (this is also how things work on the
tion in memory (the vector address) Intel 80286 processor) . Figure 7
that holds the address of the handling shows how vectored interrupts access
interrupt handlers.
routine for that particular interrupt.
But this is all the 80286 really offers:
When an interrupt occurs. the apthe MC68000 offers a seven-level precessor priority scheme for selectively masking interrupts. Each interruptsleep()
(
ing device is assigned a priority level.
When the processor is set to a parswitch( )
ticular priority level. all interrupts at
that level and below are held off. This
allows higher-level. more critical interrupts to supersede the handling of
switch( )
lower-level. less critical interrupts. The
(
tntel 80286 allows only for the turnif (save(proc) == 1)
ing on and off of all interrupts simulreturn
taneously. which is much less flexible.
This selective masking of interrupts
< select new process>
is very useful to the UNIX system.
Consider a low-priority event. the
resume(new process)
}
scheduling event triggered by a
periodic interrupt from the system
clock. While the scheduling of a proFigure 4: Sleep in a context switch.
cess must occur in the multiprocessSleep calls switch. which saves the
ing UNIX system. it is not crucial that
current process state and then selects the
it
be done at a precise moment. Any
next process to run and runs it.
time the scheduling process is taking

Process A executing
sleep( )
- - > switch()
-..: > save(A) . .. [saves the CPU state of process Al

< - - returns ... [on first return save() returns 01
< select process B>
resume B --------- > Process B executing
sleep()
-- > switch()

place. another interrupt can be handled without harm to the overall operation of the system.
Consider also a high-priority event.
the disk interrupt indicating that a sector on the disk has been located. If
this interrupt is not serviced immediately. the disk will rotate beyond
the desired sector and time will be
lost waiting for it to come around
again. Such delays could impact system performance greatly. This is especially true with UNIX because it is
traditionally a disk-based system. It is
easy to see that you would want the
disk interrupt to supersede the handling of process-scheduling chores.
On the MC68000 this is easily accomplished by making the disk interrupt a higher priority than the clock
interrupt. This allows the disk interrupt to supersede the scheduling precess and ensure that it is serviced
immediately to prevent any disk performance loss.
On processors where interrupts cannot be selectively masked by priority. the disk interrupt would have to be
held off while the scheduling interrupt
is handled. Unless external interrupt
priority hardware was provided. the
disk sector would be missed and system performance would suffer. From
the preceding example you can see
the advantages of the MC68000 interrupt system for UNIX implementations.
You can also see that it is not necessarily just an advantage for a UNIX
system. The situation described in the
example could arise in many systems
today. The MC68000 interrupt architecture provides the flexibility
necessary to build an efficient interrupt control system.

\ '

C LANGUAGE COMPATIBILITY
-- > save(B)
< -- returns 0

< select process A >
< - - - - - - - - - - - - - resume(A)
< -- returns ... [on second return (from a resume) 1
[save() returns 1

< -- returns
Process A continues execution

Figure 5: Context shift control flow.

1

UNIX. the MC68000. and C are all well
suited for each other. C itself is a good
systems programming language. In
fact. 90 percent of the UNIX operating
system and most of the user programs
for UNIX are written in C. Since the
MC68000 allows for a very efficient C
compiler. this in turn provides an efficient UNIX implementation.
The compiler writer's task is made
easy by the MC68000. The portable
(continued)
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C compiler was designed for a register
machine with two types of generalpurpose registers. Setting up the data
and address registers as these two
types works very well. The MC68000's
nearly orthogonal instruction set
helps keep code generation straightforward. (An orthogonal instruction
set is one in which any registers can

be used with any instructions and with
any addressing modes.)
The result of having a CPU that supports an efficient compiler is a code
density (number of assembly instructions per C statement) that is good
enough for libraries, system work, and
even I/O drivers. The C programmer
does see the CPU peeking through

now and then even though C is a highlevel language. For example, proper
use of the register statement requires
CPU knowledge.
C on the MC68000 also allows for
efficient pointer/integer arithmetic.
This is due to the 32-bit linear address
space. An integer and a pointer are
both 32-bit quantities.

Control Flow View of Fork

The MC68000 has some weaknesses
with regard to UNIX implementation,
primarily the omission of features that
are typically implemented separately from the CPU using other VLSI support or discrete implementations. One
point in favor of the MC68000 is that
its architecture generally does not
prohibit or impede external implementation of missing features.
The most glaring omission in the
MC68000 family is memory management. The MC68000 philosophy is to
do nothing for memory management
rather than do a partial job. The
MC68000 CPU generates 32-bit logical addresses. If these are to be
translated into physical addresses, offprocessor hardware to perform the
translation must be provided. (Memory management typically consists of
address translation and address
bounds checking.)
First. consider address translation.
Address translation involves a distinction between logical addresses (namespace addresses used in a program)
and physical addresses. those that are
presented to the main memory. Figure
8 demonstrates this logical/physical
distinction using a system block
diagram. Address translation allows
several processes to use an identical
logical address space while using
completely separate portions of
physical address space. This permits
several copies of the same process to
coexist in one physical memory.
Because UNIX uses the fork
paradigm to duplicate user processes
and implement mUltitasking, some
form of memory management is highly desirable, and here there is an advantage to the MC68000 philosophy.
Since there is no memory management on board the MC68000, UNIX
implementers are forced to choose

MISSING FEATURES
Programmer's View

I

main()

parent
process

{

fork()

parent
process

child
process

(fork
returns
child id)

(fork
returns 0)

Figure 6: The programmer's view of a fork( ) call.
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Figure 7: Vectored interrupts.
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their own style of memory management hardware and can select the
trade-off between performance. price.
and design schedule that is best for
their target market.
MC68000 UNIX implementations
on the market range in memory management unit complexity from no extra hardware to an MMU providing

A

segmentation and paging. Memory
management also involves memory
protection. often implemented by
bounds registers that are compared
to user logical addresses. Memory
protection allows several processes to
coexist in the same physical memory
without overwriting each other or
reading each other's data.

PROGRAMMER'S VIEW
OF FORK( )

main()

{
f*
* Simple fork example program.

*'

int child-pid;

/* ...

*'

= fork();
if (child-pid == 0)
child-pid

{

,*
* This is executing in the' child process.

*f
printf(" Hi from the child process. \ n");

,** At this point the child process may

Memory protection is highly desirable in a multiuser environment to
protect users from each other. Although the MC68000 itself does not
provide any form of memory protection. it does incorporate VLSI MMUs.
the MC68451 and the MC6885I. The
MC684 5I MMU provides memory
translation in a segmented fashion
and memory protection associated
with each segment. The MC68851
provides address translation and
bounds checking in a paged
environment.
The 80286 provides two modes of
addressing: Real Address Mode and
Protected Virtual Address Mode.
When operating in Real Address
Mode. the CPU issues logical addresses. as does the MC68000. When
operating in Protected Virtual Address Mode the 80286 performs
memory translation and bounds and
privilege checking on board the CPU.
It is possible to use this virtual address mode to implement process
separation in UNIX. This area is one
in which the 80286 architecture
makes implementation of UNIX easy.
in that the implementer is not required to add external memory management hardware.

* overlay itself with another command

* using an exec cali; the fork-exec sequence
* is the "normal" way to start a new program .
*
* Here the new program '1actorize" is called
* to overlay the child process image.

*'

u

execv('1actorize ,argv);

}
if (child-id

{

>

0)

,** This is executing in the parent process.
*f
printf(" Hello from the parent process. \ nUl ;
printf(U My child's id is %d \ n" ,child-pid);

if (child-pid = = - 1)

{
/*
* This is executing in the parent process,
* but the fork( ) failed, so there is no
* child process.

*'

printf(U FORK FAILED! Awk! \ nUl;

}
I
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INTERRUPrIBILITY
The 68000 CPU is not restartable for
all instructions. If the execution of a
given instruction causes a fault (e.g..
because of an MMU bounds violation). that instruction cannot necessarily be restarted transparently.
'Transparently here implies that the
restart occurs in such a manner that
the interrupted process cannot detect
that the interrupt and restart have
occurred.
Some MC68000 instructions can be
aborted in such a manner that the internal CPU status cannot be recovered
and restored. Such instructions cannot be restarted transparently. In a
paged memory environment a CPU
exception is typically generated by an
MMU when a desired page is not in
main memory. If the CPU cannot be
restarted following the abortion of
any instruction, the CPU cannot be
used reliably in a paged memory environment.
(continued)
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A

KERNEL VIEW OF FORK( )

/*
* Newproc is the internal, kernel form of the fork()
* system call. Newproc creates a duplicate of the
* calling process and introduces it to the system.
*/
newproc( )

{
1* ... */
/*
* The new process memory image is duplicated. A new
\ * entry in the procedure table is allocated and it is
* filled with information about this new process.
*/
/* ... */.

if (save(save-area) == 1)
{
/*
* When save returns with the value 1 (after a
* corresponding call to resume) this copy of the
* process continues execution. The two processes
* are duplicates of each other, but traditionally
* this process is the parent process. This
* process is the one that originally called
* fork() and is the one to which the kernel
• will return the process number of the child.
*/
.
/* ... */
return(1);

}

.

/.
* This flow of control will become the child process.
* At this point any additional processing that is
• necessary to make the child ready to run is performed.
* The kernel will return a 0 value to the fork( )
* call for this flow of control.
*/
/* . .. */
return(O);

}

Bounds checking can also be used
to detect user stack underflow and
allow stack growth and process
restart. The user memory bounds are
set to the end of the user's stack.
When an underflow occurs. the MMU
generates a bounds violation. The exception handler for the bounds violation can allocate more memory for
stack. remap the process. and restart
the process. If the CPU cannot be
restarted. the process cannot be
guaranteed to recover properly after
the stack region is expanded by the
kernel.
The MC68010 and MC68020 do
allow restart of any instruction. On
MC68000 UNIX implementations it is
possible to implement automatic
stack growth using software conventions. A simple test is performed in
the preamble to every procedure call
to see if sufficient stack is available.
This can be accomplished by touching
the deepest possible region of use on
the stack. using a dummy TS18 instruction. If the test fails. causing a
CPU exception and kernel allocation
of more stack. the process can be
restarted at the instruction after the
dummy TS18 instruction. Since this
is a software convention. all programs
wishing automatic stack expansion
must conform to the convention to
operate properly.
The text box "Recovery and Restart
After a Bus Exception" on page 200
shows a typical bus error exception
handler that calls a high-level language routine to implement user
stack expansion and process remapping.
COPROCESSORS

logical address bus

physical address bus

68000 CPU

1/0 using
logical
addresses

Figure 8: Address translation .

1/0 using
physical
addresses

The MC68000 family allows for multiple CPU environments. In the UNIX
environment there is the possibility
for much parallel processing if multiple processors are available. The
MC68000 bus operates asynchronously. This aids in configuring buses
with a multimaster capability that support multiple CPUs using the same
memory and peripherals. Many types
of coprocessors are common to UNIX
implementations. including floatingpoint coprocessors. graphics coprocessors. and DMA (direct memory ac(continued)
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RECOVERY AND RESTART
AFTER A Bus EXCEPTION
; The address of this routine is placed in ROM at the bus address
; vector location: vector number 2, memory address 8. Control
; transfers to this location at bus error time.
; Typically an MMU will cause a bus error when a bounds violation
; occurs (e.g., during stack underflow or page fault) .
,
; At entry the stack will look like this:
; sp + 14
; sp+ 12

Program
Counter

Restore during process restart

Status Register

Restore during process restart

Instruction
Register

Examine; verify stack underflow

; sp+ 10

Access Address

Examine; verify stack underflow
and determine how much memory
to allocate

; sp+2
Function Code ; lIN bit; R/W bit
'; sp->
bus-fault

movem.1 #OxFFFE , - (sp)

jsr

C-bus-handler

,
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

A high-level language routine can examine the access address
and instruction register to determine the reason for the
fault. If the instruction being executed was a TS18
instruction and the access address is "slightly" below
the stack, this may represent a stack underflow that
requires stack expansion and process remapping .
If this was not an implicit stack expansion request,
the user process should be sent a signal indicating that
the bus error occurred .

;
;
;
;
;

Here the PC should be decremented and the aborted instruction
restarted . Since the proper status cannot be assured on a
68000 CPU, the restart is not attempted. On the presumption
that the bad instruction was a dummy TS18, bus-fault simply
restores what status it can and returns to the user.
movem.1 (sp) + ,#Ox7FFF

; Restore the registers.

addq.1

; Strip fcode, access address,
; and instruction register
; off the stack.

rte

200

; Save dO-d7 and aO-a6.
; These will also be
; available to C-bus-handler.
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#8,sp

cess) processors. Because UNIX is a
multitasking system with multiple processes executing at any time, the
operating system easily manages
multiprocessor environments.
For example, the operating system
may initiate a disk transfer on behalf
of a process, start the operation on
a DMA coprocessor, put that process
to sleep, and continue executing
another process. Similarly, processes
may be put to sleep while graphics
coprocessors operate on a user's terminal. The MC68000 family includes
the MC68881 floating-point coprocessor, which can be used effectively
in a UNIX environment.
SUMMARY
The MC68000 architecture provides
a powerful yet simple programmer's
model that makes UNIX implementation easy. The difficult programmer's
model is a primary weakness of the
typical segmented architectures in use
in today's UNIX microcomputers, and
in overcoming that. the MC68000
became a good choice for UNIX implementation. There are also other
good choices, such as those UNIX
products on the market that use
segmented architectures and others
that use stack architectures. Still. a
majority of implementations use the
MC68000 family.
The MC68000 has many architectural features that help UNIX implementation, including a large linear address space, dual-state processor, and
a seven-level interrupt priori ty
scheme. The processor architecture is
conducive to using the C programming language, which is the primary
development language for UNIX. Further. the MC68000 is a general-register processor that makes UNIX implementation easy because UNIX was
originally developed on machines
with similar architectures.
The weak side of the MC68000 architecture involves the omission of
helpful features, in particular on-board
memory management. This desirable
feature represents the main advantage
of the 80286, but when all factors are
taken into account. it is apparent that
the architecture of the Motorola
MC68000 CPU processor is very well
suited to UNIX implementation. _

